Motion transparency and coherence in plaids: the role of end-stopped cells.
Humans do not confound the motion of shadows cast upon a surface with the motion of the surface itself, although schemes that propose recombination of orientation-selective motion signals into a rigid motion percept of two-dimensional patterns would predict that they should do so. We propose a simple scheme that avoids recombination and instead attributes perception of two-dimensional pattern motion to the activation of orientation-selective end-stopped units that operate on the logarithm of the luminance. The proposed units respond to the change of contrast along a line, which typically occurs at an intersection. They are not active, however, when a shadow border intersects the edge of an object, because contrast does not change along either of these edges. Thus, end-stopped units signal the motion of transparent intersections weakly or not at all, and the independent motions of the shadow border and the object prevail. We tested two implications of this scheme, using plaids with variable intersection luminance. First, when the intersection luminance was such that it kept the contrast along the intersecting lines nearly constant, the sensitivity for the rigid plaid's direction of motion was minimal, and the sliding motion of the components prevailed. This occurred for light bars on dark backgrounds and for dark bars on light backgrounds. Thus, the effect of the intersection's luminance on the balance between the percepts of rigid-plaid motion and the motion of sliding components was independent of contrast inversion of bar and background. Secondly, when thin lines with the same luminance as the bars covered the borders of the intersection, the intersection's luminance did not affect the rigid-plaid motion percept very much, even when it corresponded to a transparent intersection. This indicates that, when the edges of the intersection and those of the bars were not collinear, the nulling of the end-stopped units did not occur. This result is in line with physiological studies, which showed that the response of an end-stopped cell to a line is only partially inhibited when a similar line is presented non-collinearly with the first in the inhibitory end-zone of its receptive field. Our results are consistent with a scheme in which a second stage of motion detectors combines signals of orientation-selective end-free and orientation-selective end-stopped units for perception of the rigid motion of two-dimensional patterns.